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"GREEN HANDS" Nobody Wants Them 
"TRAINED HANDS" Always in ·oemand 
Our Courses: 
BOOKKffPING, SHORTHAND, TYPfWRITING, fNGUSH 
Prepare Young People to supply the demand •. 
Every graduate employed My students' success, my best advertisement 
813 Secoad Ave. 
candy 
Specials 
Fancy Boxes 
lee cream 
and 
1110 Second Ave. 
Carmels, Nut Bars and Tafliies 
Butter Cream Chocolates 
Moderately Priced Fancy Boxes Suitable 
for Gifts ; in large variety. 
The Popular Flavors 
Fountain Drinke 
in pretty Service. 
Always something 
New and Seasonable. 
LUnell 
A cozy corner for table lunch place, where we 
serve just such things as appeal to one when 
down town afternoons or evenings. 
SPE.CIAL 
COLL. 
ON THE PL"AZA" 
Why go down town for Boots and Shoes and Gents Furnish-
ing Goods, when you can be as well suited and as cheaply, too, 
at home 1 
EDWARD ROBINSON & SONS 
GENT'S FURNISHINGS - BOOTS & SHOES 
Corner Fremont Ave. · and Ewing Streets, Fremont 
RELIABLE GOODS ONLY 
The Washington 
Broom & Woodenware Co. 
are very busy this year 
BECAUSE 
Seattle Housewives D emand Their Products 
. 
The Ross Marche Hardware Co. 
wants your trade in 
Builders' Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, Oils, Paints 
Glass, Granite and Tinware, Pipes and fittings 
Yours for trade C. W. CH RISTE NS EN 
Cor. Third Avenue West and Bertona St. Phone Ind. A 1816 
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Lynn •$: Co. Photo. 
~- E. Cochrane 
President of the Class of 1911 , 
and E ditor of the Cascade. 
His melodious str ains a l w a y s 
soothe the aching br ow, 
Calms the careworn and inspires 
all to nobler walks in life. 
Tre.s .sa Mar.sh 
Secretary. 
Such piercing eyes do ever look for 
mischief and to raid, 
But she who shuns a man must die 
a maid. 
~alph J. Milton 
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Vice-President 
President of the Alexandrian 
Literary Society. 
The class poet. 
I 
Lula Meacham 
Grant graciously what you cannot-
refuse safely, 
And conciliate those you cannot 
conquer. 
'D. A . Sawyer 
President of the Tennis Club-
and the Intercollegiate Prohibition 
League. 
Always devising plans to ac-
complish the greatest results with 
the least labor. 
Lilian We.st 
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H er generous heart should scorn 
a pleasure which gives another· 
pain. 
Lyn n~· Co. Photo. 
Lillia.n 'Perry 
The Baby of 1911. 
E/"(}iJ E. Cochrane 
Assistant Editor of Cascade. 
A husky lad with large lungs, 
loud voice and free to use it. 
Mabel 'Barnhart 
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\Vhere simplicity and modesty 
doth abide. 
Lynn~, Co. Fkto. 
Gem LewiJ 
Thousands of liv'ried angels guard 
her, 
Driving far off each thing of Sin 
and Guilt. 
E'(.)erett A. TwouJdale 
A student of the school since 1905. 
An intellectual giant and he 
knows it. 
Saidee 'R.oJe 
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Those who have finished by 
making all others think with them 
ha,·e usually been those who began 
by daring to think for themselves. 
Lynn cS" Co. Photo. 
Laura 'Deringer 
Her fairest virtues fly from pub-
lic sight, 
Domestic worth - that shuns too-
strong a light. 
'D. A . ]V ewton 
Private Secretary of A. Beers. 
The great musician to be. 
Ar'()il/a Wood 
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Entered the Seminary in 1909. 
She knew what's what, and that's 
as high 
As metaphysic wit can fly. 
Lynn cS" Co. Photo. · 
'R.achael Van 'De'()anter 
The most manifest sign of wis-
dom is continued cheerfulness. 
'BeJJie 'Bixby 
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Her sweet countenance smiles on 
those who smile 
And weeps with those who weep. 
The Frump 
111. iss R . 0. Van D evanteT 
H~rrison Bedford stirred uneasily in his big raffia chair on the veranda 
of " Rockaway House." H e had come in from an exciting single with .Miss 
Hoyt ; and, dead tired, had dropped into the first chair at hand. It was a 
swe~terin~ day in June, and before he knew it heat and exertion conspiring 
agamst h1m, he had fallen fast asleep. And now here he was in the position 
of eaves-dropper, listening to an animated conversation about no less a per-
sonage than himself, carried on by his cousin ~Iarj ory, and chum. 
H e could not move without betraying his presence, so closing his eyes 
he cheerfully simulated profound slumber. "I'll snore audibly if it gets too 
bad down there on the steps," he said; pleasantly aware of the sensation he 
could create at will. 
" I can't see what H arrison sees in that thing," came Marjory's com-
plaint, "you're twice as pretty, Shirley." H arrison grinned-so that was 
the way the land lay. H e would be more careful in the future. Shirley 
laughed apologetically, " Oh, no, I'm not, Margy dear-but really" ( rather 
bitterly) " that Miss Hoyt is a horrible frump, isn't she?" I wonder who 
she is? A mere nobody, I presume. Anyway, Madge, she must be awfully 
poor or she'd not run around a summer resort like Ridgway in common ging-
ham dresses. It's quite horrid, I think, even if they are becoming to her 
style of beauty." 
"Style of homliness, I call it. I think she's the worst frump I ever 
knew. Cousin H arry seems quite mad over her. It's awful, awful. I'm so 
ashamed of him. I don' t see if she's so poor why she didn't choose a cheaper 
place than Ridgway to summer in." 
" Such a little snob," thought Harrison, "as I have for a cousin. ·who'd 
a thought it? \.Yell, I see it's my duty to cure her of it-that's plain. The 
idea of comparing that little fickle-headed boarding school Shirley to Deam 
Hoyt. Marjory must be mad, herself. Is it possible that she doesn't know 
who Deane is? Well, that is a good one." 
The girls had risen and were walking slowly down the path, busily 
planning some feat or the other. Harrison rising in turn walked to the 
veranda rail, racquet in hand. " The foolish little snobs," he said, smilinglv, 
" they will learn from a dear teacher now." His thoughts went back to Mi~s 
Hoyt as he had seen her las t in her simple grey dress, and artisticallv 
dressed hair, coiled plainly behind. Instinctively he compared her beautif~I 
young womanhood with the much puffed, over-dressed girlhood making its 
way to the gate. Remembered her as he had seen her in Rome in April 
when she had been presented to the Royal Arts Society. Con{rasted he; 
classic features and stature with the be-frilled prettiness of his cousin , and 
laughed lowly to himself. 
"Miss Marjory will r eceive a jolt that if I am not mistaken will come 
mighty near jarring her off the map." Picking up his cap, he entered the 
house. " \.Yell, that is a joke," he said, as he closed the door. 
* * * * * 
It was about four days later that he chanced upon his pretty cousin 
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a ll alone on the big veranda. 
"Hello, B abe," he said pleasantly, "what's up?" ~Iiss ~Iarjory Knox 
Bellford looked indignantly up at her six-foot cousin. 
" \.Yhen you learn to address me properly, H arrison, then I shall be 
pleased to answer you." H arrison gave an aggravating whoop of delight 
at this new expression of dignity and playfully pulled at her fair curls. 
" Say, you'll be an old woman soon at this rate," he observed gail~', "but 
seriously, little cousin, seriously, I have something to say to you. The fact 
is-several of my college friends, Yale fellows, are out here on the Coast 
this summer , and I've asked them out for Tuesday night." 
" And you want me to--" 
" I want you to hunt up enough girls to fill up the table, and afterwards 
we will have a little cruise out into the bay for a moonlight dinner later. 
The fellows will enjoy that, providing the girls are fairly good looking and 
as sensible as the average here in Ridgway. I must go now. I promised 
Jiiss Hoyt a canoe for the rest of the day--" H e started down the steps,. 
then paused . " H e who hesitates," laughed ~Iarjory, " Is sa,·ed ," 
he answered. "Will you ask :Miss Hoyt one of the first, please, Babe? That 
is, will you invite Iiss Hoyt, ~1arjory ?" :Marjory laughed, but her tone 
was not reassuring. "I'll desp atch a special messenger for her," she said. 
:l'Vlarjory's time was well spent the rest of the week in preparation for 
the event. For it was an event to her, an honor to be hostess to H arrison's 
friends, and she enlist ed the social elect of the Ridgway summer girls to 
help her; and they all r esponded loyally to their leader 's calls. Incidentally 
it may be added that Miss Hoyt's invitation got lost in the mail, or some 
other place closely allied perhaps. Anyway she never received it, as H arri-
son had forseen. Therefore, just to help a good thing along he had 
deliberately t elegraphed to the boys that they were to meet the famous 
Deane Daskam Hoyt, R. A. F. A., that she was to be the guest of honor. 
They had laid their plans accordingly. 
The dinner and the cruise by moonlight were both perfect of their kind,. 
but despite Marjory's efforts to the contrary the conversation clung about the 
absent honored guest. H er fame, her ancestry, her genius, her beauty, e,·en 
her great wealth, were all touchd upon and the college fellows toasted her 
again and again. Marjory's spirits fell, these college men were unlike those 
she had read of-they seemed to bow reverently to this r epresentative of the 
world of culture and genius, not to ridicule it, as she had fancied they would. 
She saw herself as she was, a snobbish, opinionated, woefully ignorant little 
girl just out of a boarding school, and she despised herself for it. She 
watched Shirley's confident airs until she wanted to slap her. "Ugh," she 
thought, "am I like that. I s it possible that I , too, am that sort?" 
Finally the last course was served and her cousin rose to respond to a 
toast entitled ( rather slangily, it is true) " The Real Thing." When he had 
finished they were all standing, and Marjory's heart seemed too hea,·y to 
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bear. She felt sure that Harrison had intended it to be a lesson to her and 
she was heartily sick of it all. 
A few days later at Harrison's request she went to call upon D eane 
Hoyt, in her unpretentious little cottage on the rocks. "Miss H oyt," t he 
maid told her, "is to be found only in the studio at this hour-no visitors," 
she added tersely, and poor Marjory was turning away when a sweet girlish 
voice called to her f rom the next room. Mar jory found herself in a room 
-of such richness and harmony in its every detail that this, her first interview 
with the great artist, was rendered much easier t han she had expected. P er-
haps Deane divined more than she let appear , for she was a very gracious 
girl and understood Marjory as well as her own mother could. "And, my 
<lear," she said, as Marjory was leaving, "I am glad we have straightened 
these matters out, for (blushingly) for-I am-well- On the whole, you'd 
better ask Harrison about it." 
"I fancy I can guess," laughed Marj ory, "and I am very glad. It's a 
.case of 'God bless you, my children,' isn't it?" 
For Little Jean 
During the night, Dandy, the pony, had jumped the pasture bars and 
strayed away, and Harry, with a coil of rope across his shoulder, was trudg-
ing up the mountain trail in search of him. 
Harry had the most cheerful whistle imaginable, but this morning he 
wasn't whistling. His freckled face looked very sober, and he walked witt! 
bis shoulders drooped forward and his eyes on the ground. H e was think-
ing of little Jean at home in the cabin, in the clearing. 
Last winter the trails were coated with ice, and coming home from 
school one evening Jeanie slipped and fell. He and Herbert, a neighbor 's 
boy, carried her home, sobbing and faint with pain. That was in February, 
.and it was October now, but little Jean had never walked a step without 
the crutches old man :Martin had whittled out for her, and just lately some 
days she never lifted her head from the pillow all day long. 
The lump came back in Harry's throat again, as he felt Jean's thin 
little arms around his neck and heard her whisper, "Find Dandy and come 
back soon, Harry." Dandy was Jean's own. Harry suddenly kicked a 
stone which lay in the trail and sent it crashing down the mountainside. Why 
-didn't folks have money? Aunt Mary said that Jean's knee could be cured 
if she could be sent to the hospital in the city. Aunt .:VIary and Uncle Mart 
~worked hard all the time, but there was never any money. Uncle Mart was 
.away on a hunting trip now, but usually he worked. 
Harry stood looking absently across at the sunlight creeping down the 
side of Tatoosh, and, as often before, he thought "If he could only earn 
~some money. Perhaps when the snow came he could trap some cats." Here 
Twister began to bark in wild excitement up the trail, and he started quick-
ly on. 
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He did not expect to find anything. Twister would go wild over a 
rabbit or a squirrel. Twister was a smart dog, of course, but he was young, 
and if there was anything he did not have a gun. 
Twister's excitement increased, and soon Harry saw him under a tree 
in an open place just off the trail. His body was tense. Every hair bris-
tled and his throat was almost splitting with the short, sharp yelling bark. 
Harry went hesitatingly forward peering up into the tree, and sud-
denly he saw two glittering eyes looking down at him, and a slim body 
crouched along one of the lower limbs. At first he thought it was a wildcat, 
but it was too dark in color. Then he knew that it was a young cougar. He 
knew that it was a cougar, for last week Bee Borden had shot an old one 
and caught her two cubs, and this looked just like the two cubs Bee had. 
Then a big idea flashed into his mind. Bee was going to sell his to a circus, 
or something, for a lot of money. Here was a chance to get some money 
for little Jean. 
The idea left him trembling with excitement and fear. It was only a 
small cougar, not as large as Twister, but its teeth and claws were sharp, 
and it could tear him to pieces if it got a chance. w·orse still, the mother 
cougar might come, but he was going to try it-for little Jean. 
He knew just how Bee had caught his . Bee had a rope. He had a 
rope. So, dropping his hat on the ground, he began climbing the tree. The 
cougar turned and snarled at him, but as it did not crouch to spring he kept 
bravely on. He climbed past the limb the cub was on and out onto one a 
little way above it. Then taking the rope from his shoulder he fixed a noose 
in one end of it and wrapped the other around the limb and tied it; lay flat 
along the limb, twining his legs around it, and began trying to drop the 
noose over the cougar's head. It was easily done, but the jerk he gave the 
rope dislodged the cougar and it fell to the ground, drawing the rope burn-
ingly through his hands. Twister dashed down the trail toward home too 
frantic to even yelp. The cougar springing up, tried to run into the bushes, 
but the rope jerked it sprawling backwards. 
The struggle began. The cougar growled and snarlecl, scratched and 
bit. Whenever it tried to climb the tree or gnaw the rope, Harry would pull 
on the rope, and lifting the cougar almost off the ground hold it there until 
the dark body was still and hung limp and almost lifeless. Then he dropped 
it to the ground and waited for the struggle to begin again when life came 
back to it . 
At first the cub was never for a moment still except these times, and 
Harry grew faint with weariness. His hands were torn and bleeding, his 
arms ached almost unbearably, his whole body ached. If somebody would 
only come by. He could kill the cougar-he believed he would. He would 
get the twenty dollars bounty anyway. But if he could take it alive and sell 
it to the circus it would be a lot more, and so, clinching his teeth, he changed 
his position and waited. 
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He wondered where Dandy was, and hoped he wouldn't get over the 
summit. He wondered what little Jeanie was doing and if she was missing 
him much. It must be getting late, for the shadows were beginning to creep 
up Tatoosh. He wondered if he could stay there all night. Uncle Mart 
would surely come some time. vVhy, there was Uncle Mart coming down the 
trail now, and Joe Brady was with him, and .Joe was leading Dandy. He 
tried to call them, but his throat was so dry he could scarcely make a sound. 
Suddenly old Jeff, Joe's horse, snorting and pricking up his ears, refused 
to come on, and Diamond and Trailer were barking and pulling wildly at 
their chain. So, led by the dogs, Uncle Mart soon found him. In a short 
time Harry, clinging to Dandy's back, was leading the way down the trail 
toward home. The cougar followed close behind, but was wrapped in Uncle 
Mart's coat, bound round with a rope and tied to .Joe's saddlehorn. 
Harry's cougar was sold to the circus man, and with the money it 
brought and some help from the neighbros, but most of all through the kind-
ness of the Superintendent of the City Hospital, to whom some one had writ-
ten the story, Jean was sent to the hospital. Some months later Harry re-
ceived a letter which made his face radiant. It was from little Jean, and it 
said, "Burn the old crutches, Harry, I'll not need they any more." 
VIVA FLORY. 
Astronomical Musings 
When the tourists had seated themselves as best they could about the 
rigging of the Aeroplane the Aeronaut opened the throttle and they sailed 
high into the air. Village after village disappeared from their view, and it 
was not long until cities dropped from their sight just as rapidly. The 
earth, too, was diminishing in size. It looked like a huge ball floating in the 
air. 
""We're nearing Mars," shouted one, "the rocks are already in sight 
and the heat is so intense." Fearing that gravitation should hinder their 
speed they kept away from this and other planets. Mars was left to the 
right and. they made toward the left of the moon. 
The heavens with all their glorious splendor were opening to their 
VISIOn. They did not see stars scattered here and there, whose lustre twin-
kled with a pale glimmering light, but uncountable stars possessing all colors 
of the spectrum. Not that faded beauty whose light was concealed by the 
rising sun, but like massive balls of fire, ever leaping and flashing with 
sparkles infinite throughout the celestial dome. Such sights caused the tour-
ists and even the captain to desire a homeward trip for f ear of colliding 
with the wild unknown and unexplored. Courage, however, was mustered 
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after they realized that the stars were not all in the same plane, some being 
millions of miles beyond. 
Boldly they made their way through the starry hosts while meteor after 
meteor shot by them on every side. In a moment they saw a large flashing 
light, sun-like, coming directly toward them. 'Tis a meteor. ~That? ~That? 
H ae! How! To the right, to the left, up, down! a flash, and it was past. 
Escaping this catastrophe, they glide rapidly along, enjoying the in-
creasing beauties of stars above, stars below and stars on every hand whose 
radiant beams tinted a glow of every color on their features. 
Here, too-
No more doth darkness the realm of day obscure, 
But from a dozen suns fore'er doth light insure. 
In the distant left the milky way was seen. It looked like a belt of 
gold designed to hold the skies together, being decked with colored orna-
ments which glistened with a continuous quiver as though its strength had 
reached its limit and might at any moment be hurled in a thousand million 
directions. Often had they heard that . prophetic statement, that mortal eye 
could not appreciate the wonderful glories which the eternal has prepared . 
for his worshippers. But now, surrounded by a continual glow of that lus-
trous starry heat, they could at least let their imagination play on the out-
skirts of infinity. But to what extent they knew not. If the Omnipotent 
is able to reproduce that which he has already performed and since this has 
been seen by the astronomical eye, what must be the limit of the thinking ey~ 
to imagine the good things which God has prepared for those who love Him. 
Presently, while passing through the orbit of an unknown planet, a 
whiff of wind blows the hat from the head of one of the tourists. He 
snatches for it, loses his balance, and is dangling in the air. The Aeronaut 
quickly reverses his machine, flies directly downward and overtakes him 
within a few miles. 
Continuing in a circuitous route, they made a panoramic sur;ey of ~he 
field which has been for ages a mystery and more or less an obJect of m-
terest. Far to the right they see Saturn and her eight moons. Some in_ the 
crescent, others full, having different hues and in the same sky. .Jup1tet-, 
with her five moons, was seen to the left. Other suns, moons and stars of 
different sizes could be seen in every direction, and myriads of others van-
ishing as rapidly as they came into sight. . 
Thus on and on they sped, discovering new planets and seemg others 
in the far depth of the heavens until they came into the orbit of the earth and 
met it on its a~mual circuit. 
S. E. WYLER. 
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The bright spring days have come again. The days that have brought 
so much solid comfort and pleasure, as well as relief, to the weary Seniors 
of the past. The time when the merry meadow lark trills his sweetest from 
a sheltered nook half hidden among the luxuriant foliage of the tree, and the 
violets and roses are shedding their sweet fragrance into the balmy air. 
And why speak of students amid scenes like these, when June days repre-
sent the busiest of the year? When programmes, musicals and orations are 
all but overtaxing the minds and nerve of every one? We must awaken t() 
the fact that it will all be over; functions, banquets, social evenings and the 
class of 1911 will pass into history, but the individuals-where? It is a. 
bard question to answer, but we know that the Eye that watches over the 
sparrow will guide us, for He has said: "I will guide thee with Mine Eye." 
Naturally, our minds reflect over the past! We recall the events that 
have passed during these years among these old scenes. And yet many 
alterations have taken place in the campus and buildings since we entered 
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our Freshman year. We wonder much as we see the improvements on every 
side, the new building and its splendid equipment, the newly made walks 
and planted shrubbery, if we have kept pace with the rapid improvement 
constantly going on around us. If we have, we are much encouraged, as we 
look back over the four years, to note that we have passed several mile-
stones. 
With the thought of commencement comes the thought of "afterward" 
when we must go out to meet the world, protected as it were by the kindly 
advice and counsel of our friends here. But we have lear.ned some valuable 
lessons-lessons not taught in books but of infinitely more value to character 
building. We can never forget the Tuesday evening prayer services and 
family altar scenes when God came down our souls to greet, and we are 
sure that many times in the days to come we will return in memory to these 
scenes of inspiration to draw strength and courage for the conflicts of life. 
'~'e may not all choose the same vocation, but wherever we may be placed 
in the Master 's Vineyard, we feel that, having learned that valuable lesson 
that "contentment is a condition in the soul within little affected by 
few or many things without," we shall be glad to place our hand in the Hand 
of Him who said: "Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the 
world." 
This number of the Cascade is the last number of the paper for this 
school year, and we take this opportunity to thank those who have stood by 
us and helped make the paper a success . vVe hope that you will work with 
the editor of next year and .boost the Cascade on to greater success. Do not 
be timid in handing him articles. 'Valk up to his desk as if you were the 
author of a Macbeth or a Lady of the Lake, pass the time of day and leave 
an article for the next issue of the Cascade. This will greatly help him. 
If at first he doesn't publish your article, write another; possibly it will be 
accepted. "If at first you don't succeed, try, try again." Perseverance is 
the easiest highway to success. 
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Clara Root Myra Burns C. May Marston 
H. K. Biddulph 
Vice-President 
D. A. Sawyer 
President 
Rachael Beecraft E . E. Cochrane 
Secretar y 
F lorence Alberts 
The Faculty 
Miss Viva Florey 
Intermediate 
Miss H. Lawrence 
Primary 
H. K. Biddulph 
English .Mathematics 
Z. May Colson· 
Intermediate. 
Miss Nettie Tong 
Intermediate 
Miss Mary Burrows, 
Intermediate 
A. H. Stilwell 
Associate Principal- Latin 
E. B. Newton 0. A. Hums 
Science History-Civics. 
Miss Viola. Knowlton Miss 0 . Rustad 
Art Instrumental Music-
S. M. Zeller 
Science-Mathematics 
Q. May Marston: 
Germa.n-Englisli: 
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The Student Volunteer l\Iissionary Band has held thirty meetings this 
year. Three of these were part of missionary conventions held away from 
the Seminary and the rest in the band room at the church. Five returned 
missionaries have taken part in these meetings and two home workers. One 
evening the Band from the University of Washington assisted the Seminary 
Band and a pleasant occasion was enjoyed by all. 
An interesting mission study class was organized the second semester 
with ten members enrolled, including some of the faculty. The text book 
studied was one of John R. Mott's latest books, "The Decisive Hour of 
Christian Missions." The course covered eight weeks, and the lessons were 
found very instructive and inspiring. 
The school missionary society has held four public meetings this year 
which ha\'e had an average attendance of from 150 to 200. One of these 
was a stereopticon lecture on China which was made very interesting indeed. 
P erhaps the most unique missionary meeting ever held at the Seminary was 
the programme given by the society on May 26th. The four countries-,-
Africa, China, India and Japan-were all represented in native costume, 
and the scene r epresented some phase of the missionary work. All who were 
present declared it most entertaining. 
The missionary contributions for the year have been the best known in 
the history of the school. In the first semester the plan of sending some 
clothes and books in the missionary boxes to the missionaries' children in 
China was enthusiastically r eceived by the two clubs-Alethepians and Phil-
opolemical-and together they gave over forty dollars for this fund. A 
generous r esponse also came during the Missionary Convention held here 
by Bishop Sellew as he was en route to the Orient, January 9-22. The mis-
sionary offerings taken during the recent conference were somewhat enlarged 
by the contributions of the students. The total amount given by the students 
for foreign missionary work this year is $122.50, and for home and city 
mission work, $52.70. Since about forty per cent of the students are work-
ing their way through school, this makes a good showing for missionary 
interest, but it is expected that next year 's missionary thermometer will in-
crease several degrees in activity and earnestness . 
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Intercollegiate Prohibition 
Association 
Seattle Seminary is decidedly a Prohi-
bition school, both in sentiment and activ-
ity. Many lectures are given and meet-
ings held in the interests of this great 
question. Prohibition Leagues have been 
formed every year for the past six years. 
The League this year has a membership 
of about thirty students. It was thought 
impracticable to hold study classes every 
two weeks, so the L eague decided to con 
duct a series of programmes of a literary 
character. There were five such pro-
grammes given. The students took part 
in some of these and outside speakers were 
also secured to speak on special topics. 
D. A. SAWYER 
President 
Mr. H. L. Smith, the Pacific Coast Sec-
retary of the Intercollegiate Prohibition 
Association, made three visits to the school 
this year. On his last trip over $200 was 
pledged by different members for the work of the I. P. Association on the 
Pacific Coast. · 
The League has sent an orator to r epresent the school in the annual con-
tests for several years past. :Mr. Sawyer, President of the League, w~s t~e 
or ator this year, as well as last year. H e has gained such goo~ practtce m 
these contests that he had the honor of being chosen for havmg the best 
oration in the Senior class. The L eague is full of hope and courage for 
next vear and determined to double its diligence in this great cause. 
. ' 
H . P. Wold 
I Tenor 
The Commencement Quartette. 
E. A. Haslam 
II Tenor 
R. E. Cochrane 
B aritone 
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E. E . Cochrane 
Basso 
flinuhr 
ffikngiJ; 
mllyra 
Jurn.a 
fbwiu 
1hjas1um 
Freshman College Class. 
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College Class Notes 
Freshman college work was introduced into this school last fall, and 
started out with a class of six members. On October 12 a class meeting was 
called and a president, vice-president and secretary-treasurer were elected. 
Cardinal and black were selected as the class colors, and white carnations 
for the flower. On account of being few in number, a College Literary So-
ciety was not organized, but the members of this class were admitted to the 
Seminary class and societies. Next year Sophomore work will be added to 
the schedule, and we can highly recommend this school to any who are un-
decided as to their next year's work. 
Miss Cook and :Mr. Skuzie will return to their respective homes in Ore-
gon to spend the summer vacation. 
Mr. Haslam will remain in Seattle and take charge of the F . M. 
Church at Edmunds during the summer and the coming school year. 
One of the college Freshmen, Mr. Cook, was obliged to leave school 
at the end of the first semester on account of ill health. 
~fiss vVard and :.·Hiss Burns will remain at their homes in Seattle. 
Ethel Ward-
"A noble type of good 
Heroic womanhood." 
Louis Skuzie-
"His life is gentle; and the elements 
So mixed in him, that Nature might stand up 
And say to all the world, 'This is a man. !' " 
Myr a Burns-
"Sweet promptings unto kindest deeds 
Were in her very look; 
vVe read her face, as one who reads 
A true and holy book." 
Edwin Haslam-
"In speech, in gait, 
In diet, in affections of delight, 
He is the mark and glass, copy and book, 
That fashions others." 
Addie Cook-
"As pure and sweet, her fair brow seemed 
Eternal as the sky ; 
And like the brook's low song, her voice-
A sound which could not die." 
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Some one has said that valuable articles are encolsed in small parcels. 
We appreciate this statement as it is in harmony with the spirit of our class. 
However, we must go further lest there should be room for misunderstand-
ing. From a class of twenty-six in 1908, we have been sifted to one of 
twelve; thus leaving the cream in our Junior year, Our career has not been 
very romantic, that is, when outward show is considered, but we believe that 
there is talent in our class which is rarely found in other classes. It is that 
talent which is of great value in the sight of the Omnipotent. 
Last year we chose as our motto, "Lifting others as we climb." This 
expresses the attitude which we take with our associates. We do not merely 
desire to live, but to lift humanity to a higher plane, thus leaving the world 
in a better condition. w· e would make this coming year the b:"tnner year-
for us, if not for the school. 
This is our perplexing year. With picnics, banquets and commence-
ment preparations, our time has been taxed to its utmost capacity. As the 
year draws to a close our minds are relaxed and we console ourselves with 
the thought that the worst is over. 
W"ith the memory of such laborious efforts we naturally look forward 
to the time when we, too, shall be numbered among those who are ministered 
unto. Then, as others, we shall lay our cares aside and glide smoothly to-
the commencement dawn, with our fateful followers exerting all their powers. 
to make things agreeable for us. 
We would extend a hearty invitation to all those who have finished the 
firs t three years in high school to join our class. As an inducement we 
would say that ten of our number belong to the fairer sex. For some time 
there has been a growing sentiment among the plurality that special efforts 
ought to be made to replenish the ranks of the minority. We have heard 
from a few who expect to enlist with us, but yet there is room. Come on, 
and help us hold the fort. 
J¥ ebste1· ~ Stevens, Com' I. Pho togmphers. 
Sophomore Cla,ss 
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" School nearly closed and still we survive." 
Spring has arrived in all her beauty. The trees and shrubs are donning 
their best. Sometimes it seems we can hardly confine ourselves to books and 
the schoolroom when all Nature seems to call us away, but soon we expect 
we shall have plenty of time to enjoy outdoor life. 
The Sophomores and a few of the Freshmen are to assist the Juniors 
in p reparing for the "Annual Senior Banquet." We deem it a privilege to 
thus show our esteem for the departing Seniors. 
PARODY ON "MY HEART'S IN THE HIGHLANDS." 
My heart's in the mountains, my heart's not here; 
My heart's in the mountains, the place I love dear; 
On the velvety grass in a shady nook, 
On drawing the trout from a babbling brook. 
Farewell to the city with all its noise, -
I long for the mountains with all their joys. 
we can read then at leisure a beautiful book, 
Or dream of the tasks at school we forsook. 
No longer to school I need to go-
I've learned about all there is to know; 
In ease and splendor I'll sit down 
And gaze from my castle out over the town. 
ThTee Months Late?'. 
My heart's in Seattle, my heart is not here, 
'There never was spot to me more dear; 
As up and down the mountains I roam, 
1 often think of the Seminary home. 
:So back I go to the grand old place, 
And again renew the glorious race; 
·Schools everywhere-yes-plenty of them, 
::But none quite as good as the Seattle Sem. 
-Roy Shannon. 
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The Freshmen Class is still in the swing. The exams are coming on 
and we are going to be ready to meet them square. The algebra, English, 
Latin and history clnsses are on the home stretch. There are thirty-one 
ready for the examin:Jtions, and all expect to come through with flying colors. 
Prof. Burns-What is the unit of society? 
Rhoda W.-~Iatriag~. 
* * * * * 
"\Vyler was drawing the headline cut for the Junior Class. 
Root (with gro·¥ing interest)-Are you drawing an experiment for 
P hysics? 
* * * * * 
.i'lliss Johnson ha > been absent from her classes of late because of ill-
ness. "\¥ e hope to sef her enjoying the sunshine very soon. 
The Freshmen Here planning to have a picnic, but owing to ad,·erse 
circumstances were ololiged to give it up. 
Barnes-Prof. ~;tilwell, would you mind taking great care how you 
draw up my report-? illy mother suffers dreadfully from a weak heart. 
"\Vho is who? Overheard, " I have a new fri end A--. H e calls mP. 
Clementine. All the girls are crazy over him." 
. Honorable John R. Root, the president of the class, will return to east-
ern "\Vashington for •racation. 
1\Iount Rainier Kimble, the vice-president, is contemplating a trip to 
the Orient this summer. He made a trip to Alaska last summer. 
Vera Lobough, dass secretary, will r eturn to her home in Prosser, "\Vn., 
where she expects t o r ecuperate. She has won a good reputation as an elo-
cutionist and debater. 
Our class Chaplain, vV. P. A. vVold, is honored by being a member 
of the Commencemt nt quartette. 
Floyd Barnes, former class president, class orator and general advisor, 
expects to remain ir• the city and win golden eagles from the business men. 
He is one of our bef t members, loyal and enthusiastic, and our class debater. 
Miss Dull, our soprano, will go to her home in Penawawa, vVn. 
Bess Ratcliff and Caroline Groves will return to their horr:.e town, 
Everett. (Continued on Page 58) 
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School is the student's world. It is the place where every fellow comes 
up against every other fellow; every enterprise against every other enter-
prise ; and where the school publications come in contact with each other. 
As a man does not live unto himself, so school publications do not exist 
unto themselves. 
vVe greatly appreciate the advice and criticism given us by the many 
exchanges that we have received this year. Since this is only the first year 
of our paper, we feel greatly indebted to the publications that have come to 
our desk for them, and will profit by their advice and example. This is 
the last opportunity this year that we have for thanking the many exchanges 
for calling at our office, and we extend a hearty welcome to every one to call 
again next year. 
As we have said in the past, we are striving to bring our publication up 
to the standard of high school journalism, and shall strive during the com-
ing year to make it better than the last. w· e hope to develop and enlarge 
our departments, and add others which are not represented. 
LOWELL, San Francisco, Cal. Your stories are good, also your de-
partments are well kept up, but where is your class news 
CARDINAL, Portland, Ore. ·we like your cover design. 
TRIDEJT. Your stories are interesting and show a good type of 
school life. 
NUGGET, Lead, S.D. 'Ve like your style. Your departments are 
well developed. You also show good class spirit. 
SPARKS, Sioux Falls, S.D. Why don't you give the exchanges credit 
for their articles that you re-publish? 
TO OUR CREDIT. 
"That Sixth Rule" in the Cascade is an excellent story.-Hesperian. 
You show splendid promise of a good year's work.-Review. 
You are very good for a new paper.-Trident. 
The Cascade is a neat paper, and the cuts are clever.-Clarion, Roch-
ester,N. Y. 
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Sta.ggs, Vice-President E . A. Trousdale, Marshall 
B . J. Milton, President 
Buth Stilwell, Asst. Musical Dir. 
Lewis, Secretary 
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Lillian Perry, Treasurer 
Katherine Whisner, Musical Director 
Alexandrian Literary Society 
The Alexandrian Literary Society is a student organization, the pur-
pose of which is to develop literary talent among its members. Each new 
semester this society has an election of officers, thus shifting the respon-
sibility of management and allowing the honors of filling these positions 
to be passed around among the different students. 
During the first semester of this year Mr. D. A. Sawyer was president 
and Miss Laura D eringer secretary. For the latter half of the year Mr. 
Ralph J. Milton has filled the president's chair, while :Miss Gem Lewis 
has served as secretary. 
The year which is now drawing to a close has been a particularly suc-
cessful one to this student organization. Efficient leadership, together with 
t he co-operation of student members, has made it possible to do very cred-
itable work. A number of public programs have been rendered during the 
year, among which may be mentioned the Freshman-Sophomore program, 
so heartily participated in by the respective classes. 
We would take this opportunity of expressing a few words of appre· 
ciation to the many friends who have so kindly favored us with their pres-
ence and given us their interest at our several programs this year. \Ve 
feel that in part we are indebted to them, for the success already attained. 
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Alethepian Literary Society 
The Alethepian Society was organized eleven years ago by Miss Rose 
L oomis, for the purpose of intellectual and physical development and for 
the moral uplift of the young ladies of the Seattle Seminary. 
This society has been kept up from year to year and at the present 
time there is an enrollment of nearly fifty members. Among them are a 
number of talented musicians arid some who are naturally gifted along lines 
of oratory and public speaking. There is also excellent vocal talent in 
the society. 
During the past year, besides the private programs, one public pro-
gram was given, an account of which was printed in an earlier issue of 
" The Cascade." Quite an amount of money has also been raised for benevo-
lent purposes. 
The Alethepian Society hereby extends greetings to all former mem-
bers of said organization and to the patrons of this magazine . 
. . 
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Philopolemical Debating Club 
A number of years ago the young men of Seattle S eminary, realizing 
that much depended upon their personal efforts in qualifying for the re-
sponsibilities of life, organized the Philopolemical D ebating Club. Since 
that time the club has grown and developed until at present it is recognized 
as one of the school's leading societies. 
It has been the custom of the club to hold regular meetings every two 
weeks, but owing to meetings of other societies and several revival meetings 
during the year, such meetings have not been held. However , we have not 
been asleep all the time. About the middle of the year a debating team wa;; 
organized ·and a challenge received from the Badger Team of the University 
of ·washington. Warm arguments were hurled at each other, and it looked 
as though the boys of our own team would surely win, but as chance would 
have it, the U. won. 
The programmes given by the Phils have ranked among the first and 
most interesting rendered this year. Not long ago the society convened 
itself into a Senate. It considered the Appropriation Bill providing for the 
fortification of the Panama Canal. The committee reported unfavorable 
a nd introduced new resolutions. An open floor discussion followed, after 
which a vote was taken. The bill was lost by the deciding vote of the presi-
dent. 
The members of the club, especially the new ones, have shown a marked 
de,·elopment in public delivery, debating and parliamentary drill. vVe be-
lieve that the society is in better condition, that is, it has more unity and 
more enthusiasm than it has had for some t ime. We know not why the next 
year cannot be the banner year of the Philopolemical D ebating Club. Boys, 
let us make it so. L et us rally round the old standard, the standard which 
others have used with good advantage, "Self Preparation. " Let us avail 
ourselves of this one opportunity and give our lives such a preparation as 
will be conducive to widen and deepen our influence among those with whom 
we associate. Let us be r eady at the beginning of another year to boost 
the Phils and recommend it to new students . This society has been a bless-
ing to those who are now battling with life's r ealities. At once they, too, 
realized that their adaptibilities were limited but opportunity presented her-
self, they seized her , and are now soaring with great success . Fellow stu-
dents, embrace this opportunity and profit by the experience of others, then 
we shall be lx tter prepared to meet life's rer.lities ::ond able to solve her per-
p lexing problems. S. E. WYLER. 
~~ 
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T ennis has been all the go this Spring. Scarcely a nice day has passed 
without the court being crowded ; and the leaders of the t ennis club are 
highly satisfied with the great interest the students and members of the 
faculty have shown. 
L ast fall, when the club was organized, many thought that it would be 
a waste of time to try to construct a court and try to work up enthusiasm ; 
but a few sacrificed their time, and with faith and diligence went ahead with 
the work. The court was completed about Thanksgiving time, and on 
Thanksgiving afternoon the first playing was done. From that time interest 
increased until now we have thirty members in the club. All of the expenses 
of the court are paid and a small balance remains in the treasury. 
A few weeks ago the tournament for the single championship began. 
In the preliminaries B arnes won from Jones, 6-l , 6-3 ; Trousdale from 
\Vyler, 6-1 , 6_-4 ; Leise from Watkins, 6-0, 6-3; Haslam from Scott, 2-6, 6-4, 
8-6 ; and Skuzie from Sawyer , 6-3, l-6, 6-2. 
In the semi-finals Trousdale won from B arnes, 8-6~ 6-3, 6-4; H aslam 
defeated Skuzie, 7-5, 6-3, 4-6, 6-l. This was the most exciting and inter-
esting series of the tournament thus far . The playing was close and very 
accurat e. Skuzie start ed out strong, but weakened toward the last. H e had 
a deadly serve, but had poor control over it. The last series of the semi-
finals was between Haslam and Leise, with H aslam the winner, 6-0, 6-l , 6-2. 
The two contestants in the finals _are H aslam and Trousdale, and a very 
interesting and hotly contested match is anticipated. 
P rof. S. l\L Zeller is the faculty champion by default of Profs. N ewton 
and Biddulph. H e p lays the winner of the student finals for the champion-
ship of the school. 
::\liss :Marston and Mary l\Iillican are the contestants for the girl:> 
championship. 
N ext year we hope to have another court as one is entir ely inadequate 
for the needs of the school. 
Haslam wins in t he finals over T rousdale by the close scores 6-4, 3-6 , 
10-8, 6-3. 
Miss Marston wins over l\Iary M illican for girls' championship 6-3, 
6 -2 , 6- l. 
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lV ebster ~Stevens, Com'l. Photog1·aphe1·s. 
Seattle Seminary Tennis Club Court. 
Domestic Science 
The closing exercises of the Domestic Science class was a very pleasant 
occasion. 
This being the first year, proper appliances had not been secured with 
which to work, but the r esults were excellent, as each student was deeply 
interested and eager to avail herself of this n ecessary acquirement, " the 
a rt of cooking." Every lesson was practically demonstrated each week, which 
added much to its success. Mrs. Beers offered a prize to each student for a 
-correct and neatly prepared notebook containing the r eceipe of each lesson, 
which resulted in all winning a prize, of a pound can of Crescent Baking 
P owder. The t eacher had introduced this for use in the class as being equal 
to, or better , than any high-priced baking power on the market . 
Through the kindness of .Mr. Kahle, president of the Crescen t Baking 
P owder Company, it was made possible to give each studeut of the class a 
can of "made in S eattle" baking powder, these to be t aken to their homes 
as they disperse at the close of the school, to different p arts of the country, 
where its good qualit ies will be demonstrat ed, thus gaining for it many ready 
s ales. It is to be hoped Domestic Science will be introduced in the course 
-of study the coming year as a necessity to complete an education. 
If Myra Burns Arvilla Wood, can Addie Cook a Gem? 
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Alumni Directory 
CLASS OF '98. 
'Vinfred Grantham, Clerk in Government Lighthouse, Katchikan,. 
Alaska. 
CLASS OF '97 . 
l\Iaggie Griggs H arvey, Home, l\Iadras, Oregon. 
Lily M. Peterson, deceased. 
CLASS OF '98. 
Laura Millican Appleton, returned iiiissionary, Seattle, " ' ashington. 
Stella l\I. Sumner, Teacher at Sunnyside, Oregon. 
C. ~fay Marston, T eacher in Seattle Seminary. 
CLASS OF '99. 
Chas. McKinnon, Pharmacist and Graduate Law Student of the U .. 
of W . 
Ethel H elm Clarke, returned Missionary, E'·erett, V\rashington. 
Ida Pillman Townsend, Home, K. 47th St., Seattle, 'Vashington. 
H enry P eterson, Fruit Grower, Lake Chelan, ''rashington. 
Joseph P eterson, Manager of H at Depa rtment at Cheasty's H aber-
dashery. 
Alfred Millican, T eacher in High School, Seattle, 'Vashington. 
CLASS OF 1900. 
Sarah P eterson, Primary Teacher, W"enatchee, Washington. 
Julus Riff, ~.fissionary in Africa. 
Chas. McKinley, Pastor of F. l\1. Church, New Westminster , B. C. 
Homer L. Griggs, deceased. 
CLASS OF '01. 
Blanche Mann Marston, Home, Seattle, 'Vashington. 
Nellie G. Peterson, Home, 2922 3rd Ave. , V., Seattle, 'Vash. 
E dith Graves, returned Missionary, Newburg, Oregon. 
Anna Millican Youngren, en route from Japan to Seattle. 
C. A. Nelson, Supt. of Public Schools, Marysville, Wash. 
John Bradley, Pastor of F. M. Church, Spokane, Wash. 
CLASS OF '02. 
Mattie Peterson, Missionary in China. 
June Colson Cathey, Home, Seattle, vVash. 
Harold Millican, Principal of Evansville Seminary, l\fich. 
Frank Millican, Missionary in China. 
CLASS OF '03. 
Z. May Colson, T eacher in Seattle Seminary. 
Ethel Smalley Millican, Home, Seattle, Wash. 
E stelle ' Vitteman Houston, Home, Sacramento, Calif. 
Winnie West Newcomb, Home, Blaine, w·ash. 
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F rank Hockin, Contracting Agent 0. R. & N. Co., Portland, Oregon. 
Jesse Marston, Greenville College, ' 11. 
Ray Marston, City Light Office, Seattle, Wash. 
Glen Smith, Operator City Light Plant, Seattle, Wash. 
Floyd . Appleton, returned Missionary, Seattle, Wash. 
August Youngren, en route from Japan to Seattle. 
CLASS OF '04. 
Bernice Bradley, Teacher, Danville, ·wash. 
Emma Winter, Normal Student, Calif. 
Lizzie Albright, Home, Pamona, Calif. 
Minnie Robertson, Home, Gresham, Oregon. 
David Bartholemew, at present with his brother in California. 
Christian Trualson, Minister in South Dakota. 
Roy l\Hllican, F. M. Pastor, Monroe, Wash. 
Clarence Marston, Student in Greenville College. 
Albert Anderson, Edmonds, Wash. District School Teacher, Meadow-
dale. 
CLASS OF '05. 
Grace Swingle Thomas, Home, Seattle, Washington. 
Pearl McElhoe, Teacher in King County. 
Nettie Tong, Teacher in Seattle Seminary. 
Lorena Marston, in training in Minor Hospital, Seattle, Wash. 
Arnie Boddy Millican, Missionary in China. 
William Boddy, Pastor of F. l\1. Central Church, Portland, Oregon. 
Edward Burleson, Edmonds, Wash. Farming. 
Clarence Thomas, Seattle, Wash. City \Vater Office. 
CLASS OF '06. 
Viva Flory, T eacher in Seattle Seminary. 
Emma Ogle Conrad, Home, Escondido, Calif. 
Ruth Allen Swingle, Home, Laramie, ·wyoming. 
Gertrude Scott T eel, Home, Davenport, Wash. 
Ellen Kindig, Ravenna, \Vash. 
Lorraine Sherwood, Student in B ellingham Normal. 
Wesly Millican, Student in U. of W. 
CLASS OF '07. 
Fred Caukins, Seattle, Wash. Carpenter. 
Etta Saar, Student of Oratory, Chicago. 
Clyde Marsh, Student of U. of W. 
Ethel Cook Hight, Home, Portland, Oregon. 
Ida "Witteman, Teacher in J efferson County. 
Homer "Wheelon, Seattle, \Vash. Senior, U. of W. 
CLASS OF '08 . 
Lizzie ·church McGee, Home on a farm in eastern vVash. 
(Continued on Page 61) 
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WHAT ELVIS GOT. 
Elvis got a sweater, 
Elvis got a fob; 
Elvis got but five in ){ath. , 
Just hear poor Elvis sob. 
F . S.-Miss Pool, have you " Riley's Love Lyrics"? 
~1iss Pool-No, I didn't t hink he'd published them yet. 
Bess R.- Say, H attie, if I snore tonight, wake me up, 'cause I can't 
sleep when I snore. 
German Sentence-)feine Schwester sasz am Fenster und schrieb einen 
brief. 
Student ( reading)-)fy sister sat on the fence and wrote a letter. 
Florence Pickens-I want Haslam. 
Mr. Allen, rubbing his head. 
Miss Lawpaugh-Oh ! Mr. Allen, don't rub your block, you are liable 
to get a sliver in your hand. 
Rachel B . (in English class)-I know what I wanted to say, but I guess 
I didn't say it. 
K. ~r. ( translating German)-The numbers run up one side of the 
street and down the other and stand up facing each other at the end. 
:Yiiss Pool- Kathryn says she's goil}g to be a Dutchess . 
Prof. B.-All right; we'd all like to be there. 
Dedicated to :Mr. Wold-
The noble Freshman does his work, 
And never is he known to shirk. 
H e works and toils from day to day, 
And never, never stops to play. 
STtJDElllTS LIKE PEARSALL'S CAFETERIA 
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Domestic Economy 
Are Simplified by Using 
Crescent Cream Coffee 
Crescent Baking Powder 
Crescent Ma.pleine 
Crescent Spices 
Crescent Tea 
These products are absolutely pure and wholesome 
SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE 
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OUR COOKING IS REALLY HOME COOKING. PEARSALL'S CAFETERIA. 
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STU DENTS need a good Eye-Specialist, to overcome 
Muscular Eye Trouble, Headache, Blurred Vision, Inflamed 
Eyes, Nervousness, Dizziness, Etc., I have many Seminary 
Students as Patients. Ask The Boys! 
Glad to consult you. J . W . EDMUNDS, Oph. D. 
701 -3 Leary Bldg., 2nd and Madison Phones: Main 2174; 1378 
Hazel S. ( in modern history)-! don't understand this history. 
Prof. B.-Well, I guess you will have to stand under then. 
:Hiss Pool-Esther, you're one of the smartest girls in school. 
Esther ' 'V.-''Vhy, who told you? I never meant for that to get out. 
Skuzie--E-clipse means to cut out. (After a moment's thought. ) Let's 
see, ex-clipse is the word I want. 
A little boy and his little sister owned a dog. One day it was after a 
bird. The dog's name was Caesar. 
Boy (excitedly)-Caesar sees 'er . 
Girl-Seize 'er, Caesar. 
Visitor-Are you working all your way through school? 
Student-! was up until yesterday, when I found a nickel on the street 
corner. 
Boot-black-! can shine your shoes and put new strings in them for 
fifteen cents . 
Stingy :Millionaire-I s that the best you can do? 
Boot-black- ! can do it for nothing if you 're broke. 
If these jokes aren't funny and don't make you laugh, 
Or to read them has caused you much pain; 
Then just laugh at the time I have was.ted on them, 
And my labor will not have been vain.-J oke E d. 
Candies, Ice Cream, all kinds of Soft Drinks. 3415 Fremont Ave. 
D . R. Watson, Mgr. F. J . Watson. 
Fremont and Ross Transfer Co. 
FURNITURE AND PIANO MOVING 
"We Never Sleep." 
Green 675. 
Baggage Called for and Delivered 
Good Storage Boom 
Office 3500 Fremont Ave. 
Residence, North 607. North 219. 
YOU'LL FIND YOUR FRIENDS AT PEARSALL'S CAFETEB:IA. 
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There IS a characteristic smartness about our Young }len 's 
Clothes that is indicative of expression of the young man's higher 
ideals in dress-
Suits $1 2.50 to $35.00 
W. B. HUTCHINSON CO. 
Second and Union SEATTLE 
T H E :\" HE S H UT UP. 
He was from Pittsburg, but he couldn't help that, and no one blamed 
l1im. Howe,·er, there was no r eason for his assuming that the young thing 
next him a t t he table was so interested in steel as to war rant a lecture of 
half an hour, eYen by an exper t like himself. 
"What would we do wit hout steel?" he demanded . "A million articles 
are made of steel. F rom kniYes to locomotiYes, eYerything best in civiliza-
tion is made of cast steel !" 
"Yes!" the sweet young thing interrupted, with a sudden interest, "and 
castile is the best soap, too, isn't it ?"-Sel. 
John R. ( in fun)-Come here, Allen, and I'll put you in the bathtub. 
Allen- I don't know anything about that bathtub. 
Roy S.-You had better have an introduction. 
Remarks on l\I r . Wold's mustache: 
Sem. Girl-Mr. ' '\Told's mustache t ickles me. (And just see how shor t 
it is .) 
Arvilla W.-Doesn't ~Ir . Wold t ickle you with his mustache? 
You can get the finest Ice Cream in the city at the Ice Cream Par-
lors, 3415 Fremont Avenue. 
NOW is the Opportune Time 
to invest in Seattle. The beginning on June 1st of the 42-story Smith 
Building; of the Lake Union Belt line, and the Lake vVashington canal 
insure!' a prosperous future for Seattle. I have excellent properties for 
lease or sale along either the canal or belt line. 
H. J. PROBSTFELD 
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans, Renta ls , Notary Wo r k and 
Genera l Appra iser 
Res. 3~:00 Third Avenue \Vest Ind. A 7576, Queen Anne 241 
WE AB.E G:J:V:m'G AWAY TWO A ll'TOJIIIOBILES. PJ:AB.S.A.LL' S CAl"'BTJI:liUA 
6' 
GRADUATION DAY BOOKS 
A ppropriaie for Commencem en t Gifts ; also 
KODAKS Prices $1.00 to $65.00 
WILSON 318, 224 PIKE STREET an d 104 OCCIDENTAL 
Skuzie-Don't say anything about the Dutchmen; they're all right. 
Shannon- T he Irishmen are not so worse. 
Root--Well, boys, the Swedes are the best in the bunch. 
( ' 'Ve wonder why.) 
CO~DITION PRECE D EKT. 
"The religion of some people is too lenient," said B ishop Heslin in a 
recent address in :X antucket . 
"Some people suggest t o me, in t heir Yiews of religion, a little girl 
whose teacher said to her: ' ~1ary, what must we do first before we can ex-
pect forgiveness for our sins?' 
"''~Te must sin first,' the little girl answered."-Sel. 
BUTTERWORTH & SONS 
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS 
But terworth Block, 1921 First Ave. 
AliiiBULANCE SEB.VICE 
Both Phones-:\'Iain 949 
Leave Your Washing at 
The NEW YORK LAUNDRY 
612 Ewing St. FREMONT 
PEARSALL'S CAFETEBIA FOB. TJn: Kl1!1'GB.Y 
5Ji 
FROS7~ O'NEIL 
TAILORS 
Business Suits $25.00 and Up 
Men's S tor e 
1205 First AY enue 
L a dies · S tor" 
1419 Third AYenue 
Irate Father- ::\Iarr: m~· daughter? \\'h~-, she is a mere child ! 
Suitor-Yes, sir, but I came ea rly to aYoid the rush.- Ex. 
CEMENT CO.NT'RACTO~ 
Sidewa lks, St ep s, Basement Floor s , Foundations, 
Reen f orced Con cr ete, Etc. 
::u. RAY KDIBLE 
Estim ate.: Cheerfully Gi ve n 
A full and complete line of 
Eastman Kodak Supplies 
for your inspection after 
july I sf : : : : : : : 
Seattle Seminary 
Fremont Drug Co., Inc. 
Lough & Woodman 
PATB.OJinZE OUB. ADVEB.TISEB.S AND MENTION " CASCADE." 
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Sunset Phone. ::\'orth 2124 L. G . Kno"l\·les 
LeRoy Knowles 
L. G. KNOWLES & SON 
3512 FREl\IO::\'T AVE. 
HARDW ARE , STOVES and R ANGES 
H ouse Furnishin g-s , 
Paints , Oils and Glas s SEATTLE 
" D ear T eacher," wrote Johnny's mother, "kindly excuse John's absence 
from school yesterday as he fell in the mud. B~r doing the same you will 
g reatly oblige his mother."-Ex. 
Teacher ( day late)-Do you want your paper back? 
Pupil-::\o'm- what use have I for a paper back?-Ex. 
A little boy was sent to the ma rket to get a chicken. On his return home 
he, with t ears, r eported the following to his mother : " I told him to give me 
a dressed chicken, and he wouldn' t do it, but gave me this old dead thing 
without an~- feathers on it." 
You get a pr ize at the Metropolitan Cafe every t ime you eat there 
The prize is 25 cents ' worth for two-bits. 604 Ewing St., Fremont. 
K. SlJND 350 Z Fremon t Ave. Tailor 
Ladies and Gents ' Clothes Alterecl, Clea ned, Pressed, Repaired 
1\ew Clothes :Vlade to Order 
THE FREMONT STATE BANK 
"Your Local Bank" 
4 p.ct. SAVINGS DEPARTMENT 4 p.ct. 
Cor. Fremont Ave. & Blewett St. 
There were two boys too lazy to work. " There a.re three 2's in this sen tence.•• 
.a. Prize at Pearsall' ll Cafeteria for second sentence properly written. 
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NEW, NEAT, AND NIFTY 
Spring Footwear 
For Young lVIen and Maidens. 
Popular Prices. 
Raymond fil Hoyt 
1406 Third, between Union and Pike 
The cheapest place to buy good shoes 
(Continued from P a ge 35) 
:Jiisses Kelley, vVestfield, Peterson and McLaughlin will r emain in the 
eity. 
Sid Burrows, the sergeant-at-arms, will spend the summer out of the 
eity. 
D eda Dean, th e algebra shark, will remain in the city. 
Esther Solsberg and :Jliss Airsmith will r eturn to their homes in east-
e rn \Vashington. 
:Jlary :Jiillican will remain in the city this summer and keep the grass 
from growi ng on the tennis court. vVe think our sergeant-at-arms may 
assist her in this undertaking. 
WE1JSTE'R. a! STEVE}VS 
Commercial 
'P hotographer.s 
We Take Anything-Any Time-Anywhere 
Amateur Finishing Lantern Slides 
Bromide Enlarging, Copying 
4J6 ARCADE ANNEX SEATTLE, WASH. 
Main 3743-Phones-Independent 3891 
ALWAYS MENTION ''CASCADE" TO ADVERTISERS 
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R. 
"THE NEW JEWELRY STORE" 
Opposite F r emont Drug Co. 
L. WOODMAN 
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER 
Eye Glasses Duplicated and Prescriptions Filled 
Clocks Called for and Delivered 
ALL KINDS OF JEWELRY MADE and REPAIRED 
:Jlisses Flora and ~ora Johnston will spend their vacation at home in 
Prairie, \Vn. Who says the twins are not all right ? 
F. C. Thompson, the philosopher, baffles the class and makes the teach-
ers think. No class in school can claim a better and bigger (?) man. 
Geo. Staggs, our class editor, will spend his vacation hunting and fish-
ing in the Blue Mountains of eastern Oregon. H e is a fellow who keeps the 
class spirit high, and who makes things hum when the Sophs are near. 
Althea Mar ston will st ay home this summer, for her f ather could not 
get along without his " baby girl." 
Robert L eise will go to his home in Forest Grove, Ore. Bob's head is 
small, but it contains all he knows. 
PINNEY'S STUDIO 
for 
ARTISTIC PORTRAITS 
705 First Ave., Washington Block 
Just North of Dream Theater 
Best Workmanship 
Prompt Service 
Moderate Price . 
Photographing Class of 1911 
DO YOU PATRONIZE Oll'R ADVERTISERS? WKY JlfOT? 
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SINCERITY, SOPHOMORE, SOCIETY 
CLOTHES 
That's All 
QUALITY CLOTHES SHOP 
LEWIS & CO. 
707 First Avenue 
Queen Anne 1047 Phones Independent A 7304 
CARL SIGNOR 
Wholesale Flour, Hay, Grain and Feed 
SPECIAL RATES IN CARLOADS 
Fremont Station Seattle, Washington 
Sunse t X orth 28 I nd . Red 58 
McMULLEN & CO., Inc. 
WELLINGTON 
CARBONADO 
ROSLYN 
D ealer s in 
RENTON 
NEW CASTLE 
CARBONADO FURNACE 
Dry Forest Wood 12 or 16 In. Lengths 
Office and Bunke rs, 460 Ewing St. 
Res. Pho n es: White 460, Green 472. Near R. R . D epot, F r emont 
Jgwmttn&Htmlord@ 
BOOKSELLERS, STATIONERS ENGRAVERS, PRINTERS 
616-620 First Avenue, Seattle 
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A lumni Directory (Continued from p a g e 49) 
:.I abel P eterson, Student in U . of vV. 
Theodore Smith, Seattle, Wash. Electrical Engineer. 
Edna B. Lawrence, Seattle, 'Va:sh. Junior of U . of vV. 
Grace Vaughn Grantham, Home, Seattle, Vi' a sh. 
CLASS OF '09. 
Ruth Humphrey, Home, Seattle, vVash. 
B. H. Alberts, District Elder , Tacoma District. 
Marvin Marston, Student in Greenville College. 
Earl Thomas, Seattle, Wash. :Meter .Man, City Light Plant. 
l\'Iaud Welton, Spokane. In training in St. Luke's Hospital. 
Frank Bailey, Seattle, ·wash. Junior in U. of vV. 
Grace Parfitt, Des Moines, Iowa. Student of Business College. 
CLASS OF ' 10. 
Duane B. Bardell, Seattle, 'Vash. Student at H yatt-Fowells Stenog. 
!:ichool. 
Eva J. Bryan Millican, Home, Monroe, Wash. 
Josephine Claus, Normal Student, Plymouth, Iowa. 
Addie Cook, College Student in Seattle Seminary. 
'Vilbur F. Cook, Home, Forest Grove, Oregon. 
Glen Dinsmore, Seattle, 'Vash. Student, W . l\1 . B. College. 
Grace Droz, Colville, 'Vash. 
Edward J . Fuller , Seattle, '~'ash. City W ater Office. 
Ernest W. Gibson, Seattle, 'Vash. T eaming. 
Edwin ,V. Hight, Portland, Oregon. Clerk in D epartment Store. 
Ethel Langworthy, Home, Sunnyside, vVash. 
L. Ray Langworthy, Home, Sunnyside, ';y ash. 
Ethel McReynolds, T eacher in King County. 
E sther Meacham Stilwell, T eacher in RitzYille, ';y ash. 
Earl vV. :Jfilton, Sunnyside, Wash. Fruit F arming. 
Edith Morgan, Greenville, Ill. Student in Greem·ille College. 
Lillian 0 . Pickens, T eacher in Everett City Schools . 
Frank C. Scott, H arrington, ,;y ash. Farming. 
Louis A. Skuzie, College Student in Seattle Seminary. 
Carrie M . Smalle~r , Student in the Oregon Conservatory of Music, 
Portland, Oregon. 
Roy G . Staines, Girabaldi, Oregon. Carpenter . 
E thel 'Vard, College Student in Seattle Seminary . 
R aymond P erry, student, Los Angeles, Cal. 
" Very interesting con,·ersation in here ?" asked p apa, suddenly thrust-
ing hi s head in through the window, where Ethel, :Jfr. Thompkins and little 
Eva sat very quietly. 
" Yes, indeed," said Ethel, ready on the instant with a reply. " :Jlr. 
Thompkins and I were di scussing our kith and kin , weren 't we, Eva ?" 
" Yeth, you wath," replied little E va. " Mr. Thompkins said, ' ~l ay I 
h ave a k ith ?' and E thel said, 'You kin !' "-E x. 
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Williamson· Haffner Engravt'n C g o. 
ENGRAVERS TO THEIR AMERICAN MAJESTIES 
THE AMERICAN STUDENT 
A Spec ialty Made of School Annua ls and Regula r Publicat ions 
DENVER COLORADO 
lad. 7090 Sunaet Q .A . 97 
THE ROSS MARCHE 
General Merchandise 
3320 Third Ave. Weat 
'SEATTLE, WASH. 
DR. J. X. PRATHER 
Dentist 
301 - 303 Orien tal Block, Opp. Butler Hotel 
Phones :\lain 3332. Ind. 3092 SEATTLE 
Phone Ind. 4 76 Sunset l\Iain 476 Xotary Public R eal Estate L oans 
MILO A. ROOT RUEBEN D.- HILL 
LAWYER 
Attorney at Law Collections Insurance 
911 Lowman Blc\g. Phone Queen Anne 554 3501 T hi r d A ve. West 
Seattle, Wash. Seattle 
M. M. MARSTON 
General Team-work, Express, and Garden Fertilizer 
Ind. A7574 
Phones-
North 525 
Green 483 
3007 FOURTH AVE. W . Queen Anne 46 
Prh·ate Ambulance 
and Hack Sen·ice 
BLEITZ-RAFFERTY CO. 
LICENSED UNDERTAKERS and FUNERAL DIRECTORS 
Ke'l\· :\Iasonic T emple 
617-61 9 Kilbourne Street SEATTLE, ·wash. 
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"It Could Not Suit Me Better If 
It Had Been Built to Order for Me." 
This is a common expr ession where the Royal Standard Type-
writer is used. Court Reporters. Telegraph Operators and Expert 
Stenogr aphers in all lines of business :find in the Royal those 
" built -to-order " qualiti es that r epresent to them the ideal 'niting 
machine. Yon "·ill 
say the same "·hen 
you haye become 
the owner of a 
ROYAL 
STANDARD 
TYP~WRITER 
$65 Simple Strong Quiet 
Portable 
Light Running Right Priced $65 Standard Keyboard Guaranteed Visible Writer Reliable 
Heavy Manifolder " On the Job " 
Royal Sales are increasing more rapidly than the 
sales of any other typewriter, because 
''Every Royal sold sells another" 
Royal Typewriter Co. 
Royal Typewriter Building New York, N. Y. 
214 Marion St., Seattle, Wash. 
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JACCARD'S 
Kansas City 
Stationer to Schools and Colleges. 
11-Iakers of the Highest Quality Engraved Invitations, Pro-
grams, Class Pins and Class Rings. 
Samples sent upon request. 
W rite for our Class Pin Catalog. 
Jaccard jewelry Co. 
Kansas City, Mo. 
CREENVILLE COLLEGE 
Greenville, Illinois 
A co-educational college wh· h h · · character. IC emp asizes the formatiOn of moral 
Fu!l colle_ge c~u_rses, graduates admitted to post-graduate departments 
of leadmg um versitJes. 
Organization. includes Ac_ademy or Preparatory School, School of 
Theolog~, EducatiOn, _Commercial Science, Music, Art and Public Speaking. 
Eqmpment consists of two large four-story buildings with 20,000 
square feet o~ floor space, a Library of 5,000 well selected volumes mod-
ern laboratones, steam heating plant. ' 
Location i~ ideal i? a town of unusually high intellectual and moral 
sta.ndards. CII_mate mild and healthful. On main line of Pennsylvania 
Railroad, 51 miles east of St. Louis. 
Annual registration of about 350 students. Patronage from 25 states 
and Canada. Able faculty of twenty instructors. 
School home accommodation for 100. Moderate expenses fo t T 
and board. Steam heat, electric lights. r m JOn 
For catalogue, address, 
ELDON GRANT BURRIIT, A.M. 
President 
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N OW 
Is the time to subscribe for 
This coming year we shall put out a far better paper than during 
the past year. Xo one issue "·ill be less than t'n nty-four p ages. 
SPE CIAL Christ mas and Easter ::'\umbers ''"ill be published . The Com-
mencement number " ·ill he an excellent Souvenir. 
If you are interest ed in th e Seattle Seminary subscribe for this 
paper and help to make it a su ccess. Then. too. yon '"ill come in 
~"loser contact with th e school. the students. and th e work being clone 
by them. You can also ascert ain the pulse of th e school. 
If you ha Ye some fri eml that " ·ould be inter ested in coming t o 
school. or sending some one. subscribe for them. am1 in cr ease that 
inter est. 
Ow·ing t o the cost of pn blishing. the management has found it 
necessary to establish th e fo Jlo,Ying rates : 
Per year (without th e Commencement ::'\umber ) ...... .. --- ---------- ---------$0.50 
Per year (with the Commencement ::'\umber ) ____________________ ____ __ ____ ___ _ .75 
Commencement X umbers (extra ) ---- -------------- -----· ·· -------- ------- ··---- ---- --· .50 
Fill out the blank below. and mail to 
E. A. HASLAM, 
Box 15±. Sta. F. Seattle. \Yashington . 
Send money by P. 0 . or E xpress 'Jioney Or der or in sta mps. 
~---~~------------------------------------~---------~---~-~-~~ 
. .. ....... ... ........ ....... ... ..... .......... ........... ... ] 91 .. ..... . 
}~ . A. Haslam. 
Box 15±. Sta. F. eattle. Wash. 
Endosed. please find sewnty-five cent .. for '"hich please send me 
t he Casl'ade for th e coming .·c hool year. Thi~> snbsc1·i pt ion to inclnde 
1lw Comm encement • ·umb er . 
Signed .... ·---··- ·----··-- ·· ·-·-- ·· ·--·-· ·· --·· .. ··· -- ·---·--- ··- ·--·· " ·· .. ···-··---· ·····---·--· -- --· · 
~.\.ddress ........ ... ..... ..... ... .. ...... ........ .......... ... ..... .. .. .... ....... ..... ....... . 
(Pl ease write the adclrPss and nam e plainl~· so that no mistake 
will be made.) 
TELEPHONES: SUNSET MAIN 8127, INDEPENDENT 816 
-tJlW e have been established in this city 
for ten years and have spared no ex-
pense in adding new material and 
machinery, until now we have one of 
the most modern and up -to· date 
"Print Shops" in the city for the 
prompt and tasty execution of all 
kinds of Job Printing. (jW e are 
specially equipped to turn out Book, 
Catalogue and Publication Printing in 
the least possible time and would be 
pleased to figure on your next job. 
To the Advertisers 
When a duck lays an egg she just waddles ofi as if nothing has 
happened. \Vhen a hen lays an egg there's a noise. 
The ben advertises. Hence the demand .for hen's eggs instead 
I 
of ducks'.-The Live Wire. 
fngraving 
